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A sto hasti

model of super oiling-dependent trans ription
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We propose a sto hasti model for gene trans ription oupled to DNA super oiling, where we
in orporate the experimental observation that polymerases reate super oiling as they unwind the
DNA helix, and that these enzymes bind more favourably to regions where the genome is unwound.
Within this model, we show that when the trans riptionally indu ed ux of super oiling in reases,
there is a sharp rossover from a regime where torsional stresses relax qui kly and gene trans ription
is random, to one where gene expression is highly orrelated and tightly regulated by super oiling. In
the latter regime, the model displays trans riptional bursts, waves of super oiling, and up-regulation
of divergent or bidire tional genes. It also predi ts that topologi al enzymes whi h relax twist and
writhe should provide a pathway to down-regulate trans ription.

This arti le has been a epted for publi ation in Physi al Review Letters, May 2016.
PACS numbers: 87.14.Gk,87.10.Mn

The dynami s of trans ription is a topi of paramount
importan e in ell biology and biophysi s. It underpins
the expression and regulation of genes, whi h is ru ial to
the development and fun tion of all living organisms [1℄.
To initiate trans ription of a gene, ells rely on the binding of proteins su h as polymerases and trans ription fa tors, to the promoter { a DNA region shortly upstream of
the gene [1℄. As there are a nite number of opies of su h
proteins present within a ell, this pro ess is inherently
sto hasti [2{5℄.
In this work, we introdu e a sto hasti model of gene
expression, whi h is fundamentally di erent from previous studies as it ouples trans ription to the dynami s of
DNA twist and super oiling. Super oiling is a topologi al
property of DNA, arising from its hiral nature [1, 2, 7℄.
For B-DNA in its relaxed state, the two strands of the
mole ule wind around ea h other on e approximately every 10 base pairs (bp), forming a right-handed double helix [1℄. Twisting DNA away from this relaxed state, so as
to over or under-wind the double helix, introdu es positive or negative super oiling respe tively; if large enough,
this torsional strain an lead to writhing, or to DNA
melting. Super oiling thus refers to the di eren e in the
linking number of the two DNA strands, Lk, with respe t to that in the relaxed state, Lk ; the global Lk is a
topologi al invariant if the DNA is a loop or its ends are
onstrained [1℄, whereas it an vary for an open polymer
whose ends an rotate.
There are several observations whi h strongly suggest
that DNA super oiling is intimately related to trans ription, and that it an regulate gene expression. First, the
\twin super oiled domain" model [4, 9{12℄ is based on
the long-standing theoreti al observation that if rotation
of the RNA polymerase and its asso iated trans ription
ma hinery is hindered, as is likely in the rowded in0

tra ellular environment, then gene trans ription leads to
the reation of positive super oiling ahead of the tra king polymerase, and negative super oiling in its wake.
For every 10 bp or so whi h are trans ribed, the linking
number hanges by Lk  +1 ahead of the polymerase
and by Lk  1 behind it. Re ent experiments have
quanti ed super oiling by measuring the DNA binding
aÆnity of psoralen, a hemi al whi h inter alates preferentially where the double helix is under-wound [14, 15℄.
These studies have shown that human hromosomes are
organised into a set of super oiling domains, whose stru ture is dramati ally altered by inhibiting trans ription.
Our model is based on these observations, and in orporates the dynami s of super oiling into a sto hasti
des ription of gene regulation. It exhibits a swit h between two regimes: one where gene expression is random, and one where it is tightly regulated by superoiling. Within our framework, this swit h is triggered,
e.g., by in reasing the amount of super oiling inje ted
during ea h trans ription event. The dynami s in the
super oiling-regulated regime help explain a number of
experimental observations, su h as the existen e of trans riptional bursts and the abundan e of bidire tional
genes in the genomes of many organisms.
We model the DNA as a 1D latti e with spa ing
x  l  15 bp, the size of an RNA polymerase [1, 4℄.
The DNA ontains n genes, ea h of size , whose promoters are lo ated at positions yj (j = 1; : : : ; n) on the
DNA. Gene trans ription is modelled as a sto hasti proess [37℄: at ea h time-step, for ea h of N polymerases a
gene is sele ted at random and is a tivated by the polymerase binding at the promoter with rate k . On e a
gene is a tivated, the polymerase travels along the gene
body at a velo ity v, so the position along the DNA of
the i th polymerase whi h is trans ribing, say, the j th
on
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where D is the e e tive di usivity of super oiling along
DNA, and J (x; t) is the lo al ux of super oiling (Fig.
1) arising due to the trans ription of any of the genes [37℄.
We use periodi boundary onditions so that the overall level of super oiling is onserved (this orresponds to
modelling a DNA loop). In Eq. (1), i (t) is set equal to
0 when the i-th polymerase is ina tive, and to 1 when
it is trans ribing any of the n genes. The modulus of
the ux is Ji = J (1 + vti =l): it in reases during trans ription to model the fa t that the positive super oiling
is ra ked up in front of the travelling polymerase. The
sign of Ji depends on the dire tion of gene trans ription.
Due to the observation that negative super oiling an failitate binding of RNA polymerases and trans ription
fa tors [16, 17℄, we further assume that k depends on
the lo al value of  at the promoter,  . For simpli ity
we hoose a linear oupling, k = k max f1  ; 0g,
where k is the polymerase binding rate for J = 0, and
quanti es the sensitivity to  . The linear dependen e of
k on  is enough to give rise to highly non-linear dynami s. This is be ause the super oiling reated when a
gene is swit hed on favours its own trans ription, as well
as that of upstream genes, whereas it hinders expression
of the genes downstream. These hains of positive and
negative feedba ks are at the basis of the non-linear trans ription dynami s des ribed below.
There are three main dimensionless parameters in the
model. The rst is the produ t of the trans ription
rate and the trans ription time,  = (k N=n) , whi h
measures how often the gene is on. The se ond measures how fast super oiling di uses away between trans ription events,  = (k N=n) =D. The third one is
 , and identi es the super oiling generated near the
J=D
promoter while the gene is a tive [J = J (1 + =(2l))
is the average super oiling ux during trans ription℄.
In [37℄ we show that the average super oiling at the promoter an be estimated in terms of these parameters as
 (2D). [This estimate should be
  [(=( + 1)℄J=
seen as a hange from the baseline value of super oiling,
 0:05 in ba teria.℄ Dimensional analysis further sugtr
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gene is xi = yj + vti , where ti is the time sin e the polymerase was a tivated. The total time to trans ribe any
gene is then  = =v, after whi h the polymerase unbinds
from the DNA and is free to trans ribe another gene. [A
simpler model where a stati polymerase generates super oiling without travelling is dis ussed in [37℄.℄
We ouple trans ription to the lo al super oiling density, (x; t) = (Lk Lk ) =Lk , where Lk is the lo al
linking number at position x. We propose the following
di usive dynami s for (x; t):


(x; t)
=  D (x; t) J (x; t) ; (1)
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FIG. 1: S hemati of the super oiling density lose to a trans ribed gene, in the frame of referen e of the travelling polymerase (see also Suppl. Movie 1). The RNA polymerase
reates positive super oiling (here spe ulatively depi ted as
right-handed writhe) ahead of the gene, while it generates
negative super oiling (here spe ulatively depi ted as DNA
unwinding) behind. The super oiling pro le is obtained by
 = 1:7, and other parameters as
solving Eq. (1) with J=D
in [24℄, ex ept for n = N = 1. The gene is swit hed on at
time t = 0, and the plot is for t =  ; the trans ription ux is
here a regularised delta fun tion [37℄.

gests that J  v. The main question is then whether
the average level of super oiling generated triggers the
positive feedba ks highlighted above; experiments suggest   0:01 is enough to a e t polymerase binding [16, 18℄. What is the situation inside ells? The
di usion onstant of super oils within naked DNA is
D  0:1 kbp /s or less [19℄. Within ba teria, trans ription rates are  10 RNA mole ules per minute or
above [20℄; onsidering a typi al gene size of 1 kbp and
an elongation rate of 100 bp/s, we get   0:3. This
suggests that super oiling an be relevant for trans ription in prokaryotes. In eukaryotes, trans ription initiation is slower due to the need for several trans ription
fa tors to o-lo alise at a promoter; for example rates in
yeast and humans are about 10 and 1 trans ripts per
hour respe tively [21, 22℄. Given that for eukaryotes
v  25bp/s, while  lies between 1.6 kbp (yeast) and
10 kbp (humans), we obtain   0:03 (yeast) and
  0:13 (humans). Be ause D has not been measured for hromatin, these order-of-magnitude estimates
should be viewed with aution, yet they suggest superoiling may a e t polymerase initiation in eukaryotes as
well [23℄.
Here and in what follows, we will hoose parameters
whi h are relevant to ba terial DNA [24℄, and study how
the system behaves upon varying J. As dis ussed in [37℄,
the results we report here are representative of the system's behaviour in general. We start by onsidering a
ase in whi h all genes are read in the forward dire tion,
from left to right. The genes are positioned randomly,
but with the onstraint that the distan e between neigh , the typi al
bouring genes is >1 kbp. For small J=D
p
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values of  generated by trans ription are modest (Fig.
2A, red urve, and Suppl. Movie 2): we all this the relaxed regime. The sequen e of trans ription events in this
regime is well des ribed by a Poisson pro ess: any gene
is read on average the same number of times, and the
total number of trans ription events is  k NT where T
 in reases, the ux
is the total simulation time. As J=D
of super oiling inje ted by a polymerase be omes large
enough to hange the trans riptional dynami s signi antly. Now the s ale of variation of  is mu h larger
(Fig. 2A, green urve, and Suppl. Movie 3): we all this
the super oiling-regulated regime. The value of  is now
large enough to a e t k signi antly, and this triggers
bursts in trans ription of the same gene, and waves of
trans ription (Fig. 2B, see also Suppl. Movies 3 and 4).
Genes are also no longer equally expressed: those with a
large gap between them and the nearest upstream neighbour are up-regulated be ause they are less a e ted by
the build-up of positive super oiling during trans ription
(Fig. 2C).
As expe ted from the dis ussion above, the swit h between the relaxed and super oiling-regulated regimes is
asso iated with a rise in overall trans ription rate (Fig.
2D). It is also linked to a hange in the nature of the time
series des ribing the sequen e of trans ribed genes whi h
be omes non-Poissonian and displays temporal orrelations (due to bursting and waves of trans ription). A
useful way to quantify su h a hange is via the \ onditional entropy" and \mutual information" [6, 25, 26℄
(de nitions are given in [37℄). The onditional entropy
is maximal and equal to log(n), if the trans ription dynami s is a Poisson pro ess (as is the ase for J ! 0),
whereas it equals 0 in the limit of a maximally orrelated pro ess (e.g., when a single gene is repeatedly trans ribed). Fig. 2D shows that the onditional entropy
 in a sigmoidal way. The mutual inde reases with J=D
formation is a measure of the deviation of the observed
joint probability distribution for su essive trans ription
events, from that of a random pro ess: for the ase of
Fig. 2, it is lose to 0 for J = 0, and is higher in the
super oiling-regulated regime (Fig. S1 [37℄). A semianalyti theory of trans ription bursts in a single gene
model reprodu es well the overall trans ription rate of
Fig. 2. A simpli ed mean eld theory also shows that
the swit h is a rossover rather than a non-equilibrium
phase transition, leads to the estimate for  dis ussed
above, and further suggests that super oiling an a e t
  =(2D)  1 or larger [37℄.
trans ription if Jk
In reality, genes an be en oded either in the forward
or reverse strand of the DNA double helix [28{30℄, hen e
the super oiling ux an be dire ted either way along the
genome. To see how this a e ts our model, we study the
ase in whi h some of the genes are trans ribed left to
right, and others right to left (see Fig. 3). Figs. 3A and
B show that in the super oiling-regulated regime (large
 ), some gene pairs are up-regulated together (see Fig.
J=D

FIG. 2: (A) Snapshots of (x; t) in the relaxed regime (red,
 = 0:34) and in the super oiling-regulated regime (green,
J=D
 = 2:55) for a 15 kbp DNA. (B) Portion of the time
J=D
 = 2:55.
series of the sequen e of trans ribed genes for J=D

A trans ription wave an be seen as genes are trans ribed
preferentially in the order 10, 9, . . . , 1, 10, . . . (see Suppl.
Movie 4; genes numbered from left to right). (C) Histograms
 = 0 and
showing gene trans ription probabilities for J=D
 = 2:55 (average over 7 runs). The most trans ribed
J=D
 = 2:55 are (in order) 10, 9, and 6. (D) Plot
genes for J=D
of the onditional entropy and the overall trans ription rate
(s aled by k0 N ; the blue line is the trans ription rate predi ted by the semi-analyti theory in [37℄). Gene positions
for (A)-(D) are indi ated in (A). Results for (C,D) were averaged over 7 runs.

3B). These are the divergent pairs (adja ent genes whi h
point away from ea h other): when either is swit hed
on, negative super oiling is generated between the genes,
whi h triggers further trans ription in both. Within a
given run, we normally observe trans ription of a single
divergent gene pair, where the sele tion me hanism is
u tuation-dependent (Fig. S4 [37℄); within several runs,
there is a ranking list of divergent pairs whi h depends
quite subtly on gene position (Fig. 3B). Trans ription of
onvergent genes instead leads to a build-up of positive
super oiling, so is always strongly down-regulated.
In omparison to the ase of genes whi h are all in
the same dire tion, random orientations lead to a more
marked peak in the mutual information, and to a sharper
drop in the onditional entropy (Fig. 3C). Divergent
trans ription also yields a larger overall trans ription rate
(again with respe t to the ase of parallel genes, see Fig.
3D). It is tempting to propose that this me hanism that
markedly favours the trans ription and o-expression of
divergent pairs is amongst the reasons for the high abundan e of su h promoter pairs in the genomes of several
organisms, in luding humans [28, 29℄. Furthermore, onsistent with our model, divergent gene neighbours in
yeast are often o-expressed, have low trans riptional
noise and, importantly, are often asso iated with essential genes whi h tend to be highly expressed [31, 32℄.
Within a ell, the level of super oiling is not onserved
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globally due to the presen e of topologi al enzymes su h
as type I and type II topoisomerase, whi h an relax loal super oiling at a rate of  0:1-1 super oil/s [33℄. It
is therefore of interest to in lude these enzymes in our
model; the simplest way is through a non- onserved rea tion term in Eq. (1), as follows,




D
x x



=
J (x; t) k ;
(2)
where k is a relaxation
rate; this is asso iated with a
p
length s ale l  D=k , over whi h super oilingmediated regulatory intera tions are s reened. Fig. 4
shows the e e t of su h enzymes in the set-up orresponding to Fig. 3. Divergent gene pairs are strongly
up-regulated if k = 0, but for k > 0 there is a
dramati down-regulation of trans ription (Fig. 4A and
4B). This is a ompanied by a rise in the onditional entropy (Fig. 4B); topoisomerases therefore rapidly lead to
a loss of orrelations in the trans ription pro ess.
In on lusion, we presented a dynami al model for
super oiling-dependent trans ription, where a ontinuum
des ription for the evolution of super oiling is oupled to
a sto hasti trans riptional dynami s. Our model shows
a rossover between two distin t regimes. When the
super oiling ux reated as a polymerase trans ribes a
gene is small, trans ription is a random pro ess. When
this ux is large, the dynami s be ome highly orrelated. These orrelations an be measured using the onditional entropy and mutual information of the trans riptr
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FIG. 3: (A) Plot of the average value of  in the super oilingregulated phase for a 15 kbp DNA with forward and ba kward
genes. (B) Histograms of trans ription probabilities for the
 = 0 (red bars), and J=D
 = 1:36 (blue
same system with J=D
bars). The divergent pair 6, 7 is up-regulated be ause of the
trail of parallel genes in front of 6. (C) Conditional entropy
[s aled by log(n)℄ and mutual information (averaged over 200
runs for the same gene positions as in A-B). (D) Overall trans ription rate from all genes (s aled by k0 N , averaged over 7
runs), for the single orientation arrangement of genes in Fig.
2, and for a divergent arrangement where the genes o upy
the same region of DNA, but the rst 5 are trans ribed right
to left.
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FIG. 4: (A) Histograms of trans ription probabilities of the 10
 = 2:55), with di erent
bidire tional genes in Fig. 3 (with J=D
values of ktopo =k0 . (B) Conditional entropy and trans ription
rate for the same system as A, as a fun tion of ktopo =k0 . Results were averaged over 6 runs.
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tional time series. For parallel genes, super oiling drives
trans riptional waves and bursts reminis ent of those observed in high-resolution dynami al experiments in both
pro- and eukaryotes [34{36℄. It also regulates gene expression, promoting the trans ription of genes whi h
have a larger gap separating them from their upstream
neighbours. When onsidering genes with random orientations, trans ription lo alises at divergent gene pairs,
whi h are highly up-regulated. This is onsistent with the
observation that in yeast divergent gene pairs are often
highly expressed essential genes [31℄, and may explain the
statisti ally surprising abundan e of bidire tional promoters within mammals [28, 29℄. Finally, our theory predi ts that in luding the a tion of topoisomerases, whi h
lo ally relax super oiling, down-regulates trans ription:
this agrees with the observation that inhibiting topo I an
boost eukaryoti trans ription rates in vivo [11, 28℄. Note
that we disregard other important topologi al enzymes,
su h as the ba terial gyrase, whose role is to introdu e,
rather than to relax, negative super oiling: su h enzymes
are known to promote trans riptional bursting [36℄.
We foresee at least three major ways in whi h this work
an be further pursued. First, we hope that our study
will stimulate quantitative experiments measuring gene
expression in vitro, where gene positions and dire tions
an be ontrolled, e.g., via DNA editing. Se ond, the
model ould be re ned by omparison with high resolution psoralen data on super oiling domains in both proand eukaryotes. Finally, it would be of interest to ouple the dynami s of super oiling to that of nu leosomes,
whi h an at the same time reate a barrier for super oil
di usion, and lo alise twist and writhe.
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Here we provide additional details and results for the travelling polymerase model presented in the main text. We
also dis uss some variants of the model, in luding one in whi h polymerases are stati . We also present some analyti al
results, mainly obtained within the simpler stati polymerase model.
TRAVELLING POLYMERASE MODEL: ADDITIONAL DETAILS AND VARIANTS CONSIDERED

The di usive equation of motion for the super oiling density, Eq. (1) in the main text, an be motivated as follows.
First, a good approximation for the free energy density of a super oiled DNA with degree of super oiling  is
f

= A2 

(S3)

2

where A is a positive onstant with appropriate dimensions [1, 2℄. In a DNA loop, or in a DNA region where the
ends are xed, or not free to rotate, the overall degree of super oiling is xed, therefore the appropriate dynami s for
(x; t) is that of model B [3℄,
(x; t)
= M r f = MAr (x; t)  Dr (x; t);
(S4)
t

2

2



2

wherefx is the 1D position along the DNA, M is the mobility asso iated to the super oiling density and t is time. The
term  is the analogue of the hemi al potential in the \standard" model B dynami s (i.e., for binary mixtures [3℄. As
dis ussed in the text, Eq. (S4) means that the lo al degree of super oiling di uses, with e e tive di usion oeÆ ient
D = MA. We note that Eq. (S3) only holds for relatively small values of  [1, 2℄. It would be possible, in prin iple,
to improve this by hoosing a free energy fun tional whi h better aptures the free energy ost of super oiling beyond
the harmoni approximation. However, there are other aspe ts of the ontinuum model whi h break down for large ;
e.g., when the lo al super oiling density be omes too negative, the polymerase would no longer inde nitely in rease
its aÆnity for the promoter, or when  is lose to -1, so that the linking number of the DNA is lose to 0, we would
no longer expe t trans ription to reate positive or negative super oiling. Therefore, we feel it better to maintain the
harmoni approximation whi h makes the model simpler, keeping in mind the aveat that it will break down for large
values of super oiling (say, jj > 1).
It is useful here to make a few other te hni al remarks on the model. First, the super oiling ux asso iated with
trans ription is proportional to a Dira delta fun tion (see Eq. (1) of the main text). Sin e in reality a polymerase will
have a nite footprint on the DNA, the Dira delta fun tion an also be substituted with its regularised representation,


p
(S5)
Æ(x) ! exp x =(4l ) =(2l  );
where x is the argument of the Dira delta fun tion and l is the regularised support of the ux. In the simulations for
Figs. 2-4 in the main text (and also for Figs. S1-S6 below), the Dira delta is substituted by a Krone ker delta Æx; ,
hen e regularisation o urs with l  x, the latti e spa ing, whi h physi ally should be the size of a polymerase (15
bp). In Fig. 1 in the main text we used the regularised delta of Eq. (S5), with l = x. Se ond, while the baseline
model onsiders the ase where the overall super oiling integrates to 0, having an average non-zero super oiling, 
would not a e t the results (provided that the dependen e on k is on Æ =   ). Third, in the baseline model,
a polymerase an engage on a gene as soon as its promoter is empty, i.e., when the previous polymerase has moved
a single latti e spa ing. In pra ti e, a polymerase may need to be further away from the promoter before a se ond
2

2

0

0

on

0
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an initiate another trans ription event. We have performed additional simulations, whi h suggests that while this
fa t quantitatively hanges the overall trans ription rate for a given value of the super oiling ux, J, the qualitative
trends reported in the main text are preserved. Fourth, in the travelling polymerase model reported in the main
text the trans ription ux in reases during trans ription to model the fa t that the positive super oiling is ra ked up
in front of the travelling polymerase. A onstant J would not apture the asymmetry between the higher positive
super oiling peak in front of the polymerase and the smaller negative super oiling wake behind; we have seen that
it would, however, lead to qualitatively similar physi s. Finally, when des ribing the model we imagine that the
polymerase moves along the DNA. However, a similar level of torsional stress arises if the polymerase is immobilised
and the DNA is reeled in to be trans ribed [4℄.
In the main text, the swit h between the relaxed regime and the super oiling-regulated regime is des ribed in terms
of some information theory quantities [5, 6℄, the onditional entropy and the mutual information, whi h we de ne
mathemati ally here. These quantities are both de ned in terms of a time series, here the sequen e of the gene number
trans ribed over time, fiq g, where e.g. i is the index of the gene a tivated during the rst trans ription event, i is
that a tivated during the se ond et .
The \ onditional entropy" of the trans ription time series is de ned as
X
p(i; j ) log[p(ijj )℄;
(S6)
S (fiq g) =
0

1

2

i;j

where p(i; j ) is the joint probability of observing the trans ription of gene i followed by that of j as onse utive events,
while p(ijj ) is the onditional probability of gene i being the next trans ribed gene given that j was the last to be
trans ribed. Note that in general p(i; j ) 6= p(j; i) (this is essentially due to the system being away from equilibrium).
The onditional entropy S (fiq g) is maximal, and equal to log(n), if the trans ription dynami s is a Poisson pro ess,
as is the ase when J = 0; it is instead equal to 0 in the limit of a maximally orrelated pro ess, for instan e when a
single gene is repeatedly trans ribed.
The \mutual information" of the series of trans ription events is de ned as
X
(S7)
I (fiq g) = p(i; j ) log[p(i; j )=(p(i)p(j ))℄;
i;j

where p(i) is the overall probability that gene i is a tivated. The mutual information is equal to 0 if p(i; j ) = p(i)p(j ),
i.e. for a su ession of randomly hosen genes; its value therefore measures the divergen e of the joint probability
distribution for su essive trans ription events from that of a random pro ess. In statisti al me hani s systems it is
often found that the mutual information peaks at or lose to phase transitions [6℄, where orrelations are maximal
(however the de nition of mutual information for thermodynami systems is di erent [6℄).
TRAVELLING POLYMERASE MODEL: ADDITIONAL FIGURES

In this Se tion, we provide additional gures regarding the travelling polymerase model: these give more details
and also demonstrate that the results shown in the main text are not qualitatively a e ted by di erent parameter
hoi es.

Fig. S1 shows a plot of the mutual information for the ase of genes with the same dire tion, as a fun tion of J=D
(same parameters and gene positions as in Fig. 2 of the main text): there is a shoulder a ompanying the rossover
between the uniform and the super oiling-regulated regime.
 for the ase of a single gene and a single
Fig. S2 shows the trans ription rate per gene as a fun tion of J=D
 = 0. The single gene system an
polymerase (red urve). The urves are s aled by the trans ription rate at J=D
exhibit trans ription bursts, but not waves, yet the overall trans ription rate is similar to the overall trans ription
rate per gene in the ase of genes oriented in the same dire tion (green urve, same data as in Fig. 2D).
For on reteness and simpli ity, in the text we have hosen to vary only J (hen e J), keeping other parameters
onstant (our parameter hoi e is relevant to ba terial DNA). This is suÆ ient be ause, as the super oiling ux
 ,  and . However, it is also
hanges, this varies all three dimensionless parameters identi ed in the main text:J=D
of interest to examine the quantitative e e t of other parameters. Therefore in Fig. S3 we show the e e t of varying
J (hen e J) when a di erent hoi e of the parameter k , the baseline polymerase binding rate, is used. We show
both the trans ription rate (Fig. S3A, s aled this time so that the value of 1 orresponds to all genes being onstantly
trans ribed) and the mutual information (Fig. S3B) for the parallel array of genes in Fig. 2, where the value of the
baseline polymerase binding rate without super oiling, k , is varied by two orders of magnitude.
0

0

0

0
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Fig. S3A shows that in all ases there is a rossover between a uniform regime and one where super oiling upregulates
  =D
trans ription. Indeed, the urves show a similar rossover point when they are plotted as a fun tion of Jk
{ this s aling makes sense qualitatively sin e if genes are a tive less often (whi h is the ase for smaller k  ), then
one expe ts that a larger ux is needed to enhan e the trans ription rate by a signi ant amount. Below we shall
present a mean eld theory whi h further motivates theoreti ally this s aling. The main e e t of hanging k is that
the rossover be omes sharper as k de reases { again, our mean eld theory will provide an explanation for this
observation.
Fig. S3B shows that the mutual information attains a similar value in the super oiling-mediated regime, whereas
the peak orresponding broadly to the rossover point is more visible for small k : again, this indi ates that the
rossover is sharper in that ase. For the parameter range investigated, we further always nd trans ription waves in
  =D for small k .
the super oiling-regulated regime: these waves persist down to smaller values of Jk
Finally, Fig. S4 shows the trans ription probability for di erent runs in the ase of randomly oriented genes
(positions as in Fig. 3 in the main text): the histograms show that in di erent runs, di erent gene pairs are
upregulated. The system therefore shows multistability: on e a gene pair is hosen, trans ription is lo alised there
for a long time (often for the whole run).
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

 for the trans ription dynami s in Fig. 2 of the main text (averaged over
FIG. S1: Plot of the mutual information versus J=D
7 runs).

 for a model with only one gene (N = n = 1;
FIG. S2: Plot of the overall trans ription rate (per gene) as a fun tion of J=D
other parameters as in Fig. 2 of the main text) and for the ase of genes oriented in the same dire tion (see Fig. 2 of the main
 = 0 in both ases: the behaviour is very
text). The overall trans ription rate is normalised with the expe ted value at J=D
similar in the two ases.
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(A)

(B)

FIG. S3: (A) Plot of the overall trans ription rate (per gene, and s aled su h that it is 1 if all genes are trans ribed onstantly
 0  =D for the same gene arrangement as in Fig. 2 of the main text, and for di erent values
all of the time) as a fun tion of Jk
of k0 , the polymerase
binding
rate
in the absen e of super oiling (all other parameters as in Fig. 2; the value of k0 is given in
the legend, in s 1 , using the same mapping between simulation and physi al units employed in the main text). The motivation
 0  =D omes from the mean eld theory dis ussed in Se tion \STATIC AND
for plotting the urves as a fun tion of Jk
TRAVELLING POLYMERASE MODELS: MEAN FIELD THEORY, AND SCALING"). (B) Plot of the mutual information
 0  =D. The simulation with the smallest value of k0 leads to a sharper in rease of trans ription rate with
as a fun tion of Jk
super oiling ux (panel A), and to a better de ned peak in the mutual information (panel B). All urves shown in (A) and (B)
are averaged over 7 runs.

 = 1:02 and for three di erent runs.
FIG. S4: Plot of the relative trans ription probability for the 10 genes in Fig. 3, for J=D
Di erent divergent gene pairs are upregulated in di erent runs.
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STATIC POLYMERASE MODEL: NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this Se tion, we introdu e and dis uss a simpler model, where the polymerase does not travel along the gene
body, but upon a tivating it introdu es a super oiling ux for a period of time  , over whi h the gene is trans ribed.
This model is less realisti biologi ally, but simpler to work with analyti ally (see next Se tion). We refer to this as
the \stati polymerase model".
The stati polymerase model is analogous to the travelling polymerase model in that a sto hasti dynami s of
trans ription is oupled to a di usion-like equation for the super oiling density, , i.e.,


(x; t) 
= D (x; t) J (x; t) :
(S8)
t

x

x

tr

In the stati polymerase model, the form of the super oiling ux during trans ription is given by
Jtr (x; t) =

N
X
i=1

Ji (ti )Æ(x xi (t))i (t);

(S9)

where the sum is over the N polymerases, and where i (t) is set equal to 0 when the i-th polymerase is ina tive, and
equal to 1 when it is trans ribing any of the n genes. When i = 1, the polymerase sits at the promoter of the gene
it is trans ribing: i.e., if the i-th polymerase is trans ribing the j -th gene, then xi = yj . Finally, the modulus of the
ux is Ji = J , where the sign depends on gene dire tion as in the main model. Therefore, this represents the limit
where v = 0 in the travelling polymerase model. It is worth noting that in the stati polymerase model, sin e the
polymerase always sits at the promoter, there an be only one polymerase trans ribing a gene at a given time.
The dependen e of k on super oiling is taken to have a similar fun tional form as in the travelling polymerase
model (see main text),
(S10)
k = k max f1  ; 0 ; 0g ;
however, in this ase,  ; 0 is omputed a distan e x upstream of the promoter of a given gene. Taking x = 0 as
in the travelling polymerase model would lead to arti al results, as, for instan e, in a model with a single gene (at
x = 0), (0; t) = 0 for symmetry when the gene is o (see next Se tion).
Fig. S5 and Fig. S6 show the behaviour of the stati polymerase model (for x = 5x) as a fun tion of J =D
for the ase of genes oriented in the same dire tion (Fig. S5) and for divergent trans ription (Fig. S6). The trends
observed are qualitatively in agreement with those found with the travelling polymerase model (see Fig. 2 and Fig.
3 in the main text).
0

on
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0
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0

0

0

0
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

FIG. S5: Stati polymerase model with genes in the same dire tion. (A,B) Plots (snapshots) of the lo al super oiling density
in the relaxed phase (A, J0 =D = 0:3) and in the super oiling-regulated regime (B, J0 =D = 3) for a 15 kbp DNA. The gene
positions are indi ated in pink. (C) Histograms showing the trans ription probability of the genes in A and B for J0 = 0 (red)
and J0 =D = 3 (blue). Runs initialised with di erent seeds lead to the same set of genes being up or downregulated, for large
J0 =D { in (C) the most trans ribed genes are (in order) 2, 8, 3, 6. Upregulated genes tend to be those whi h have a gap
between them and the upstream neighbour, so that they are not inhibited by the wave of positive super oiling triggered by its
trans ription. (D) Plot of the onditional entropy and the overall trans ription rate (averaged over 17 runs for the same gene
positions as in A-C).
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

FIG. S6: Stati polymerase model with genes oriented along di erent dire tions. (A) Plot of the lo al super oiling density
(snapshot) in the super oiling-regulated phase for a 15 kbp DNA with forward and ba kward genes (positions indi ated in
pink and blue respe tively). (B) Histograms of trans ription probabilities for the same system with J0 =D = 0 (red bars), and
J0 =D = 1:5 (blue bars). (C) Conditional entropy [s aled by log(n)℄ and mutual information (averaged over 30 runs) for the
same gene positions as in A-B. (D) Overall trans ription rate (s aled by k0 NT , and averaged over 30 runs) for the system in
A, and for another system where genes are in the same positions but are all read in the forward dire tion.
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STATIC POLYMERASE MODELS: EXACT RESULTS

In this Se tion we obtain some exa t results and s aling relations; we will work within the stati polymerase model,
but in the next Se tion we will also apply them to the travelling polymerase model.
We begin by onsidering the stati polymerase model, where there is a single gene. We start from the equation for
(x; t), and imagine that the gene is on:


(x; t) 
= D (x; t) J Æ(x) ;
(S11)
t

x

x

0

where we use the boundary ondition that (0; t) = 0, and onsider no ux boundaries (so that the overall super oiling
 x;t
is xed; we solve the equations on an in nite domain, so this implies 
x = 0 at x ! 1). In steady state ( t = 0),
the solution of Eq. (S11) is given by
(

)

J
(S12)
2D sgn(x);
where sgn(x) is the sign fun tion, so  = JD0 for positive x, and  = JD0 for negative x. This solution shows that
the typi al value of the super oiling density is jj  J =D (however it is only a urate for a gene whi h is always on).
It is also of interest to examine how the solution evolves in time to yield Eq. (S12) at steady state. To address this,
we onsider an initial ondition with   0, and we imagine that the gene is swit hed on at time t = 0. Then, while
the gene is swit hed on, the Lapla e transform of (x; t), whi h we shall all ^(x; s), with
(x) =

0

2

2

0

satis es the following equation
D

1

Z

^ (x; s) 

0

 2^
x2

dt exp( st)(x; t);

s^ = J0

Æ0 (x)
;
s

(S14)

where Æ0(x) represents the derivative of the Dira delta fun tion.
One way to solve Eq. (S14) is to observe that the Green's fun tion, i.e. the solution of
 g(x; x0 )
sg(x; x0 ) = Æ(x x0 );
D
2

whi h de ays to 0 at jx

x2

x0 j ! 1, is given by

Then, the solution of Eq. (S14) is
^ (x; s)

=

Z

1

+

1



ps
D

exp

g(x; x0 ) =

2

0
p jx x j :

Ds

dx0 g(x; x0 )



 r

(S13)


Æ0 (x0 )
J0
s

(S15)
(S16)
(S17)



s
= 2JDs exp
jxj sgn(x):
D
In real spa e, the solution is found by inverse Lapla e transform; at time t =  , when trans ription stops in our model,
it is given by
0

J0
2D erf



pjxj



(S18)
2 D sgn(x);
where erf is the omplement of the error fun tion. This solution tends to Eq. (S12) when  ! 1; it also shows that,
while the gene is on, again the typi al value of super oiling density in the neighbourhood of the promoter is  J =D.
After the gene is swit hed o the super oiling density satis es the di usion equation,
(x; t)
(S19)
= D  (x; t);
(x;  ) =

0

2

t

x2
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with the initial ondition that (x;  ) is as given by Eq. (S18). The solution an be written as
i
h
x x 2

Z 1
0 
exp
p Dt 2JD erf pjx j sgn(x0 );
(S20)
(x; t) =
dx0
4Dt
2 D
1
where for simpli ity we have shifted time so that the gene swit hes o at time t = 0 and the solution holds for t  0.
Eq. (S20) an be used to infer that (0; t)  0 (for the stati polymerase model), and (x; t)  t = for large t and
for x 6= 0.
0

(

)

4

0

3 2

STATIC AND TRAVELLING POLYMERASE MODELS: MEAN FIELD THEORY, AND SCALING

We now use the results obtained from the last Se tion to build a simple mean eld theory for our model.
We start from the observation that, within the stati polymerase model, the on rate for RNA polymerase, k ,
depends on the extent of negative super oiling upstream of the promoter (at x < 0), a ording to the formula (see
main text and Eq. (S10)),
k = k [1 (x ; t)℄ ;
(S21)
where, sin e this is always positive, we do not need the max fun tion as in the main text.
We propose a simple mean eld theory, where the value of (x ; t) is repla ed with the average super oiling pro le
over the whole simulation, (x ). An equation for  ank be written down
by nding the steady state solution of
Eq. (S11) when the ux is repla ed by its average J Æ(x) konon , where konkon  is the fra tion of time that the gene is
on (this last formula an be obtained by realising that the polymerase has an on rate equal to k and an e e tive o
rate equal to 1= ). If we do this, we nd that
on

0

on

0

0

0

0

0

+1

+1

on

 (x0 ) =

kon  J0
:
kon  + 1 2D

(S22)

We should note that this solution, as the previous ones, works for open, no ux, boundary onditions (our simulations
instead have periodi boundary onditions, but the s aling of  does not hange).
We an now plug in this expression for  in Eq. (S21), to get a self- onsistent equation, similar in spirit to a mean
eld theory,
kon = k0 [1

 (kon )℄  k0





kon  J0
:
kon  + 1 2D

1+

(S23)

Eq. (S23) has a solution whi h depends smoothly on JD0 : in other words, there should be no dis ontinuity in the
trans ription rate (proportional to k , see below) as a fun tion of J . Another way to understand this is to realise
that Eq. (S23) is essentially equivalent to the mean eld equation for the magnetisation versus temperature in the
Ising model in the presen e of a non-zero magneti eld (the k term): it is well known that this equation in this ase
des ribes a smooth rossover and no thermodynami phase transition.
While we have derived our mean eld equation, Eqs.(S22) and (S23) for the stati polymerase model, numeri ally
we found that Eq. (S22) also applies well for the travelling polymerase model, with J repla ed by J, the average
super oiling ux during trans ription. Spe i ally, for the travelling polymerase model, the average super oiling
density at the promoter, whi h we all  , is given by
k  J
 J ;
 =
=
(S24)
k  + 1 2D
 + 1 2D
where  = k  is one of the dimensionless numbers introdu ed in the main text, for N = n = 1. Eq. (S24) is used
in the main text to estimate the super oiling densities at promoters in ba teria, yeast and human ells.
By plugging Eq. (S24) into Eq. (S21), we an nd an expli it expression for k in our mean eld theory, whi h is
given by
p
h + h + 4k 
k  =
(S25)
2 

J
h = k  1+
2D 1:
on

0

0

0

p

on

p

on

on

on

2

on

0

0
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The overall trans ription rate k (of the single gene onsidered up to now in the simpli ed theory) an be estimated
as follows,
t

k
(S26)
1+k 
where the orre tion kon  takes into a ount the fa t that the maximum trans ription yield per gene is equal to 1= ,
when the polymerase is trans
ribing the gene at all times. Fig. S7 shows some examples of the overall trans ription
rate k , for di erent values of k  . As anti ipated when analysing the stati polymerase model, for any k 6= 0, there
is no dis ontinuity in the trans ription rate, so that the swit h between uniform and super oiling-regulated regime is
a rossover. The only limit in whi h this would be ome a true nonequilibrium transition is if k ! 0, while keeping
the produ t J k =D onstant. Eqs. (S25) and (S26) also highlight a useful riterion to determine when super oiling
starts to signi antly a e t trans riptional rate (hen e trans ription): this o urs when
J k 
(S27)
2D  1:
 (whi h is the parameter varied in the main text) at whi h we should expe t the
In other words, the value of J=D
rossover between the uniform and the super oiling-dominated regime is equal to 2=( k  ). Eq. (S27) also motivates
the s aling used in Fig. S3.
Note that, as is the ase in general for mean eld approximations, the assumption that k depends on the average
super oiling pro le, , is only appropriate when the super oiling pro le does not vary too mu h in time, so that
the instantaneous pro le for  is lose to the average one. This is the ase when there is not enough time for the
super oiling to di use away in between trans ription events. The physi al dimensionless parameter determining when
this is the ase, in the travelling polymerase model, is  = konD2 . If  is small, then di usion is fast and while the
gene is o the super oiling is mu h smaller than the average value, and our mean eld theory is not valid.
Fortunately, even when  is relatively small (Fig. S8, where the minimum value of  is 0.44) our numeri al
results suggest that the value of  at the promoter,  , at the moment when the gene is swit hed on (whi h is the
relevant value to use in Eq. (S21)), depends on k linearly for small k , so that the same qualitative onsiderations
apply as in our simpli ed mean eld theory (i.e., the system displays a rossover rather than a phase transition as
 is in reased). We an further perform a simulation to nd the value of  as a fun tion of k (kept onstant for
J=D
ea h simulation, see Fig. S8 and its aption). We an then t the resulting data with the following fun tional form,
kt =

1+

t

on

on

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

on

p

on

on

p

on

j j = bkak + 1

(S28)

on

p

on

where a and b are positive onstants determined via tting (see Fig. S8). At this point, we an follow the pro edure
des ribed above, where Eq. (S28) is plugged into Eq. (S21) to yield a semianalyti al estimate for k : this is an
improvement with respe t to the mean eld estimate, Eq. (S25). In a system with one polymerase and one gene, the
rate k determined self- onsistently via Eq. (S21) gives the overall trans ription rate k by using Eq. (S26). For a
system with N polymerases and n genes, substituting k with k N=n we obtain the predi ted trans ription rate
per gene. This rate is a good approximation of the trans ription rate per gene in the ase of genes oriented along the
same dire tion (see the blue urve in Fig. 2D in the main text).
on

on

t

on

on
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FIG. S7: Plot of the trans ription rate, found by using Eq. (S25) and Eq. (S26), for = 100 (as in the main text), and di erent
values of kon  (see legend).

FIG. S8: (A) Plot of the lo al super oiling density (absolute value) at the promoter as a fun tion of kon for a single gene, on
a latti e of size 1000 x (with periodi boundary ondition). To make this plot we run our simulations with = 0 so that
kon an be xed as an input. The t is to Eq. (S28), and the resulting parameters are a  11:18  0:02 and b = 9:85  0:02.
 = 2:55; in order to get the trans ription rate as a fun tion of J we further assumed
This simulation was performed with J=D
a linear dependen e of p on J overall (as in Eq. S22).
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Captions for Supplementary Movies

Below are the aptions for Suppl. Movies 1-4.
: An example of dynami s orresponding to Fig. 1 of the main text, showing detail of one
trans ription event (note that the ux here is dis retised as in Eq. (S3), with l = 1).
 = 0:34, where all
: An example of dynami s orresponding to the relaxed regime, with J=D
genes are oriented along the same dire tions. All other parameters are as in Fig. 2 in the main text. The bottom
panel shows the number of the trans ription event versus the number of trans ribed gene. It an be seen that genes
are trans ribed in a random sequen e. Here and in the following Suppl. Movies 3 and 4, the ux here is dis retised
as a Krone ker delta, as in Figs. 2-4 of the main text. Also note that, in order to over the whole dynami s, the
frame rate is too fast to resolve single trans ription events.
 = 1:7.
: An example of dynami s orresponding to the super oiling-regulated regime, with J=D
All other parameters as in Suppl. Movie 2, or Fig. 2 in the main text. The bottom panel shows the histograms
of trans ription events for ea h gene. It an be seen that some of the genes are trans ribed more than others; the
speeded up dynami s also show a trans ription wave going from right to left.
: As Suppl. Movie 3, but now the bottom panel shows the number of trans ription events as a
fun tion of number of trans ribed gene. The bottom plot highlights the trans ription wave, as genes are more likely
to be trans ribed in the order 10, 9, . . . , 1, 10, . . ..
Suppl.

Movie 1

Suppl.

Movie 2

Suppl. Movie 3

Suppl. Movie 4
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